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The A B C of Chess 1859 classic introduction offers superb coverage of all aspects especially middle game combination
play hundreds of games analyzed over 340 diagrams
The Game of Chess 2012-04-26 murray s history of chess is regarded as the most authoritative and most comprehensive
history of the game murray s aim is threefold to present as complete a record as is possible of the varieties of chess that
exist or have existed in different parts of the world to investigate the ultimate origin of these games and the circumstances
of the invention of chess and to trace the development of the modern european game from the first appearance of its
ancestor the indian chaturanga in the beginning of the 7th century the first part of the book describes the history of the
asiatic varieties of chess the arabic and persian literature on chess and the theory and practice of the game of shatranj the
second part is concerned with chess in europe in the middle ages its role in literature and in the moralities and with
medieval chess problems leading up to the beginning of modern chess and the history of the modern game through to the
19th century
The History of Chess 2023-12-14 the art of the game of chess is the first english translation of fr ruy lópez s 1561 book
about chess libro de la invención liberal y arte del juego del ajedrez lópez was a priest who served as king philip ii s
confessor and royal advisor as a connoisseur of chess king philip ii promoted the game in his court and it did not take long
for lópez to become known as spain s and one of europe s greatest chess players lópez is widely acclaimed as one of the
most influential chess thinkers of all time whose theories of chess are an integral part of how chess is played today
academics including historians linguists sociologists and hispanists as well as non academics especially chess enthusiasts
will appreciate this translation which opens with a foreword by andrew soltis who is a grandmaster and a united states chess
hall of fame inductee and includes a critical introduction and more than 275 footnotes
Studies of Chess 1825 a compact and comprehensive chronicle of the worldwide origins and history of the game of chess
from 500 a d to its modern gameplay today have you ever wondered what the pieces in the chessboard mean or why each
piece has a unique move in a short history of chess henry a davidson explores the ancient roots of chess and the
developments around the world that led to the modern version of the popular game for people new to the game and
experienced players alike davidson includes a polyglot a lexicon of chess terms in the forty major languages of the world and
for the skeptical reader or those interested in learning more there is also a working bibliography of english language
references
Studies of Chess: 1817 chess is 99 tactics so to be a good chess player you have to spend a lot of your training time on
tactics although basic tactics are explained in a number good books complicated tactics the kind that separate tournament
winners from the pack require intuition imagination and precision the magic of chess tactics helps you develop these
qualities aimed primarily at aspiring chess players from club to master level who seriously want to improve their chess
understanding the magic of chess tactics provides examples selected for both their entertainment and instructional value as



well as detailed explanations and exercises claus dieter meyer chess author and fide master is a well known analyst and
professional chess trainer karsten muller is an international grandmaster and co author along with frank lamprecht of the
highly acclaimed secrets of pawn endings and œfundamental chess endings i have come to realise that there are basically
two types of chess tactics first simple kinds of combinations you need to know when you start to play chess i still believe
they are the basis of everything things that computers see in a half second but the book is not about them for those simple
tactics old koblentz books are more than enough this book is about complicated chess tactics the kind you sometimes need
hours of analysis just to discover the truth of the position it s hard to see and calculate perfectly on the board one needs
intuition imagination and precision it s not easy to develop these qualities but i believe that the present book full of
examples and high quality analyses will help you achieve that objective welcome to the magical world of tactics from the
foreword by alexei shirov
The Book of Chess 1850 a basic manual of chess by the master josé raul capablanca regarded as one of the half dozen
greatest players ever capablanca was noted especially for his technical mastery and in this book he explains the
fundamentals as no one else could diagrams
An Easy Introduction to the Game of Chess 1813 this book takes readers on a journey from the letter a to the letter z of
chess terms the terms cover some of the basic principles of chess such as assembling the board it also teaches chess
notation and which help readers to learn how to study other chess books this amazing abc s book also includes some of the
more advanced features such as zugszwag
Studies of Chess 1825 this is the official book of international chess rules and their interpretation
Studies of Chess 1803 irving chernev s outstanding chess books earn him a high rank among the world s top chess authors
in this well annotated text mr chernev guides his readers to an understanding of the subtleties of combinative play step by
step from the simplest combinations to the most complex the book explains the intricacies of pins and counter pins knight
forks smothered mates and other elements of combination play there is a discussion in chapter five of combinations lurking
in roads not taken alternate lines of play show up in chernev s notes to the game while the sixth chapter convincing the
kibitzers shows the second guessers what would have happened had the masters done the obvious some disastrous
combinations show up here a host of boomerangs follow cases where the player didn t look far enough ahead and his
combination instead of bringing about the opponent s ruin paved the way to his defeat chapters eight through twenty one
take up combinations used by such great players as tarrasch botvinnik nimzovich steinitz rubinstein and pillsbury the
sacrificial combinations of anderssen and spielmann the dazzling brilliancies of morphy keres and alekhine the deadly
attacks of marshall the almost unfathomable ideas of lasker and the matchless creations of capablanca mr chernev s
thoughtful annotations unravel the secrets of each of these plans a diagram accompanies each combination an index by
player leads the reader to the combination he is looking for



Practical Chess Grammar 1817 this is a new release of the original 1857 edition
Analysis of the Game of Chess 1826 if you want to introduce chess to your child this colorful book is capable of solving the
first and most important task to captivate him or her with this royal game once done the rest will follow vladimir kramnik
14th world chess champion a really nice book about chess for children it introduces you to the game with fun stories that
make it easy to understand what the game is about i hope many kids will be introduced to the royal game in this enjoyable
way viswanathan anand 15th world chess champion dear children please enjoy this delightful book with beautiful
illustrations i do hope that through this book you ll fall in love with chess and it will bring you many wonderful moments in
your life enjoy boris gelfand vice world chess champion este libro para pequeños ajedrecistas avalado por vladimir kramnik
viswanathan anand y mi viejo amigo leontxogarcia es una delicia arturo pérez reverte perezreverte com in this illustrated
book made for children and adults alike you ll learn about the greatest and most intelligent game of all time chess with all
the rules of the game simply explained you ll become acquainted with the three stages of a chess game as well as every
single chess piece one by one but before this you ll take a fascinating tour of the history of chess reaching back to the game
s very beginnings almost 2000 years ago turn the pages and discover why an old wise man rejected a king s offer of gold
and instead asked for grains of wheat the ancient scottish chess pieces that inspired the game of wizard s chess in harry
potter how there are more possible games in chess than there are atoms in the universe and much more you ll also read
about how all the greatest grandmasters of chess started playing when they were kids and why that s the perfect time to
begin chess builds imagination focus and logical thinking skills in children of all ages and teaches us how to win with respect
and lose with honor but best of all chess is great fun
Elements of the Game of Chess, Or A New Method of Instruction in that Celebrated Game, Founded on
Scientific Principles: ... 1827 vast collection of great chess games from 1798 through 1938 with much hard to find
material fully annotated arranged by opening for easier study 150 years of master play
A Popular Introduction to the Study and Practice of Chess 1851 this is a new release of the original 1954 edition
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